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Abstract: Many emerging architectural/engineering/construction~A/E/C! technology investments are of strategic importance and m
create future growth opportunities. Therefore, from the strategic perspective, management needs a better method that can q
strategic value of technology investment and suggest optimal investment strategies when the future is uncertain. This paper
quantitative valuation method based on modern option pricing theory for evaluating major investments in emerging A/E/C techn
This framework considers specifically the technology investment risk and embedded managerial options. It further aligns the in
evaluation process with the financial market. The analysis may help A/E/C firms more accurately evaluate investments in e
technologies, such as information technology and automation, and make strategic investment decisions under uncertainty.
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Introduction
Advanced technologies are recognized as the main source of
ating and improving the competitive advantages of a firm. T
basis of international competition in construction is shifting fro
managerial to technological issues~Mitropoulos and Tatum
1999!. Today, automation and robotics are recognized as the c
cal solutions to reducing cost, and to improving construction p
ductivity, safety, and skilled labor shortage. By achieving th
improvements, a construction firm could obtain not only dir
cost savings but also competitive advantages that are cruci
the future growth of the firm. However, advanced technology a
innovation typically involve significant capital investment.
many cases, it seems difficult to justify the investment in techn
ogy adoption. Warszawski and Navon~1998! point out some se-
rious problems in evaluating a technology investment in the c
struction industry. For example, one major problem is that
indirect benefit and strategic benefit are difficult to measu
Moreover, except for those near-mature or mature technolog
most investment is characterized by the uncertainty of both
actual cost and benefit of a new technology, especially when
investment involves research and development~R&D! activities.
Managers in such cases may easily forego some investments
are risky or with low immediate return but highly valuable. As
great benefit to the business, a better methodology in the va
tion process of investment in technology adoption may aid m
agers in making more effective decisions. This paper presen
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quantitative valuation model based on modern option pric
theory in finance for evaluating investment in emergi
architectural/engineering/construction~A/E/C! technologies. This
model provides managers with an alternative to traditional cap
budgeting techniques.

The paper is organized in four main parts. The first part p
vides an overview of traditional approaches to making technol
investment decisions and their difficulties. Following is an intr
duction of the modern option pricing theory and why the theo
can be the foundation of the model for technology investme
The third part presents an evaluation model for single-stage t
nology investment. The fourth part further derives an evaluat
model for multistage technology investment. In the third a
fourth parts, illustrative examples are given to demonstrate h
the model can be utilized, and strategies for investing in emerg
technologies are discussed.

Rational Technology Adoption Selection and
Quantitative Evaluation Methods

Mitropoulos and Tatum~1999! argue that when the technologica
decisions are of company level and strategic importance, the
cision making process should focus on gaining competitive
vantages rather than saving costs. These decisions need
thorough, more quantitative and less intuitive analysis. T
evaluation process can be called the ‘‘rational approa
~Mitropoulos and Tatum 1999! to technology selection. In this
paper, we shall focus on those new technologies that are the
technologies of company level, and assume that the evalua
process is ‘‘rational’’ and quantitative. Aggarwal~1993! argues
that many problems contribute to making the practice of evalu
ing the capital investment ‘‘closer to an art and farther from
science than is desirable.’’ One purpose of this paper is to m
the evaluation process of the emerging A/E/C technology inv
ment closer to a science.

Trigeorgis ~1996! points out some major drawbacks of trad
tional quantitative capital budgeting techniques such as payb
period method, internal rate of return~IRR! and decision tree
analysis. From the financial theoretic perspective, the net pre

t
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value ~NPV! approach is considered the only evaluation meth
that is consistent with a firm’s objective of maximizing the stoc
holders’ utilities ~Copeland and Weston 1988!. Thus, the NPV
method is considered superior to other techniques, such as
accounting rate of return, and payback period. However, the
count rate for obtaining NPV cannot be correctly determin
when the management has managerial flexibilities. Ye and Ti
~2000! present the NPV-at-risk method to analyze the impac
the risks on an infrastructure investment. The basic concep
this method is to simulate those primary variables underlyin
project’s NPV and obtain the NPV’s distribution and confiden
level. Myers~1976! pointed out the major limitations of the NPV
at-risk method, as follows:

If NPV is calculated using an appropriate risk adjusted dis-
count, any further adjustment for risk is double-counting. If
a risk-free rate of interest is used instead, then one obtain
a distribution of what the project’s value would be tomor-
row if all uncertainty about the project’s cash flows were
resolved between today and tomorrow. But since uncer
tainty is not resolved in this way, the meaning of the dis-
tribution is unclear.
Note that the NPV method and most traditional evaluat

tools tend to ignore the ‘‘strategic’’ value of a risky technolog
investment and help little in evaluating a complex or strate
investment. For example, if the investment can create a man
rial flexibility to expand future business territory when the tec
nology is successful and market conditions are good, the N
method will fail to evaluate the additional value brought by t
potential future growth. Other managerial flexibilities that m
interact with future uncertainties include the flexibility to expa
or contract a project, the option to delay an investment, and
option to speed up or hold up an investment. Researchers in m
ern financial theory tend to agree that option pricing theory is
of the most promising approaches to addressing such com
investment issues. In infrastructure privatization investment,
and Liu ~2002! have developed a model on the basis of opt
pricing theory for evaluating the financial viability of privatize
infrastructure projects.

Many emerging A/E/C technology investments are of strate
importance and may create future growth opportunities. Th
fore, from the strategic perspective, management needs a b
method that can quantify the strategic value of technology inv
ment and suggest optimal investment strategies when the futu
uncertain. For example, managers would like to know, When
the right time to invest—now or later? Should they adopt a cer
technology that might seem to have ‘‘negative’’ NPV in the ea
stage? What is the value of the technology investment oppo
nity? A quantitative model based on the modern option pric
theory in finance will be presented to address these question

Option Pricing Theory

The option pricing theory recognizes the interactions among
tion holders’ optimizing behavior, asset uncertainty, and mar
disciplines. Recently, the option pricing theory has been app
in the evaluation of nonfinancial assets or ‘‘real’’ investmen
researchers also called it ‘‘real options.’’ This dynamic prici
process overcomes difficulties in the ‘‘discounting approac
such as the NPV method, and computes the value of a stra
investment more realistically. However, to transform the opt
pricing theory to the evaluation of technology investment is n
trivial. We shall begin by introducing the option pricing theor
JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION E
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and we will then apply the option pricing theory to derive a mod
that can resolve the difficulties of evaluating the technology
vestments in A/E/C industries. Moreover, we shall integrate
model with the technology investment process so that the mo
can cope with various technology characteristics.

A ‘‘European call option’’ is a type of contract giving the righ
to buy a specific asset, such as a common stock, at a specific
on a specific data in the future. An example could be a th
month IBM stock call option. If today is September 20, this c
option may specify that the option issuer gives the holder the r
to buy an IBM stock from the issuer at the exercise price, e
$120, on the maturity date, December 20. Therefore, on Dec
ber 20 the option holder must decide whether to buy an IB
stock at $120 or not. If the stock price of IBM is greater th
$120 on December 20, e.g., $150, the option holder will certa
‘‘exercise’’ his/her option—i.e., to buy an IBM stock and mak
$30 profit. If the stock price is $110, the option holder will aba
don his/her option and make $0 profit. The questions are how
set a price for this stock option, and how the European op
price is related to the technology investment evaluation.

Another type of option is called ‘‘American options.’’ Th
American style option allows the holder to exercise the opt
before its maturity date. Therefore, an American call option
IBM allows the holder to buy an IBM stock at $120 on any d
before December 20. It can be proved that under certain co
tions even when the stock price rises above $120, it may no
optimal to exercise the option immediately. For example, if
October 20 the stock price is $121, it may not be optimal
exercise the option immediately and earn only $1 profit. T
holder should probably wait and keep the option alive. It turns
that the problem of ‘‘when’’ to optimally exercise an America
option has to be solved simultaneously with the ‘‘price’’ of th
option. Traditional asset pricing models cannot resolve this t
of dynamic pricing problem for stock options, and the proble
has remained for several decades.

Since Black and Scholes~1973! and Merton’s~1973b! break-
through in the valuation of stock options, theories regarding
asset valuation concept and process have advanced into a new
The basic concept in solving a fair price that is consistent with
capital market is the ‘‘no arbitrage opportunity’’ argument in ec
nomics. The argument says that if the asset is mispriced, arbit
transactions will occur immediately and these transactions
adjust and change the prices until the market equilibrium or a
price is reached and there exists no arbitrage opportunity.
most powerful feature of this pricing concept is that the price c
be solved independent of an individual investor’s risk attitude a
consistent with the capital market’s valuation. In this paper,
option pricing methodology shall be applied to the evaluation
the emerging A/E/C technologies.

Evaluation Model for Single-stage Technology
Investment

A single-stage technology investment involves onlyone major
investment outlay, and the investment is completed soon afte
capital is committed. For instance, an adoption of a mature
well-documented 3D computer-aided design technology for
tailing that requires only one major capital expenditure at the ti
of acquiring the system can be considered a single-stage tech
ogy investment. For the single-stage technology adoption, the
that management worries about most is the actual benefit tha
new technology can bring. There are two reasons for the risk
the future benefit. First, the benefit can be affected by the im
NGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT / JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2003 / 17
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mentation process. Second, the benefit is contingent on the fu
market conditions faced by the A/E/C firms. For example, a
million technology investment may be expected to create
million future benefit when the future construction market con
tions are good, or only $2 million future benefit when the mar
conditions become bad. For simplification, we shall assume
in a single-stage investment, the technology is mature and
implementation is rather straightforward, and that the major
vestment risk rests in the uncertainty of the future benefit, inst
of the investment cost.

Analogy to American Options

Typical capital budgeting tools evaluate a project by comput
its NPV, and the NPV is on the ‘‘invest now or never’’ basi
However, it can be shown that under uncertainty, if the mana
ment has options to ‘‘invest later,’’ the NPV method cannot eva
ate the value of an investment opportunity correctly. In fact,
invest immediately may not be the optimal decision, even w
the NPV is positive. If the management has the option to ‘‘w
and delay the investment,’’ i.e., to let the uncertainty unfold a
make decisions according to the updated information, the valu
the investment will be different from the value based on the inv
now or never situation. In a mature capital market, such as
United States, with many A/E/C firms that invest in new techno
gies, the decision in technology adoption is similar to the decis
in exercising an American option. This American option featu
can be named the ‘‘timing option,’’ and it is the most importa
managerial option embedded in a single-stage investment.

For example, suppose that a new innovative technology
quires a fixed cost of $20 million, and the management can m
the investment on any day before December 20. If today, Octo
20, the management’s estimate of the expected benefit is
million in today’s price, then the management’s questions are
invest today or to wait/delay, and how to compute the value of
investment opportunity. The investment problems here are an
gous to the American option pricing problems. First, the inve
ment needs a fixed cost of $20 million. The fixed cost is ana
gous to the exercise price of a stock option. Should
investment be made today, the present value of the estim
benefit is $21 million. The future benefit corresponds to the st
price of a stock option and the investment decision is simila
the exercise decision of an American option. Second, man
ment candelay the decision, while the expected benefit is unc
tain in the future. Therefore, the holder of an American sto
option with an exercise price of $20 million and stock price
$21 million may want to delay the exercise, instead of realiz
his/her profit of only $1 million. Note that the expected benefi
risky mainly due to the uncertain future market conditions. T
risky benefit is analogous to the risky stock price for a sto
option, since the stock price will change due to the uncertaint
the market. As a result, similar to American options, the optim
investment timing and the value of the investment opportun
can be solved altogether.

Valuation of European and American Options, and
Single-stage Investments

Cox et al.~1979! developed an equivalent but more intuitive a
proach in pricing options based on the fundamental princip
drawn by Black and Scholes~1973! and Merton~1973b!. In con-
trast to the option price formula by Black and Scholes~1973!,
Cox et al.’s framework is a numerical scheme. However, wher
Black and Scholes’ analytical formula can be applied only to
18 / JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
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very simple option pricing problem with many restrictions, C
et al.’s numerical method can solve a more complex and real
option pricing problem. Another advantage of Cox et al.’s a
proach is that their approach can be used to show the gen
concept of how to solve the option value and how the decis
process of a single-stage investment is related to American
tions.

Cox et al.’s~1979! approach is also called the ‘‘binomial ap
proach.’’ Given a specific distribution of the asset price in t
future, one can transform the distribution into a binomial tree t
represents the possible future realizations of asset prices. Th
nomial tree is shown in Fig. 1, whereV is the stock price or the
expected benefit of an investment. For illustrative purposes,
divided the three months into only three periods, whereas in
tual implementation, the tree will be divided into many perio
such that the duration of each period is a small time interval. H
it is assumed that after each period, the stock price can eithe
up by a certain percentage,u, e.g., 120%, or go down byd
51/u51/(120%)583.3% with the probability ofq and 12q,
respectively. For example, theVuud in Fig. 1 represents thatV
goes up at Months 1 and 2, and down at Month 3. Note that
probability, q, is not the asset’s actual probability, since the
arbitrage requirement transforms the actual probability into
other pseudoprobability. Typically, in the binomial approach t
jump probability,q, will remain constant throughout the whol
period as long as the asset’s volatility or variability stays const
before the option expires. Readers who are interested in the
vation of the binomial tree technique may refer to Cox et
~1979! or Hull ~1997!.

In calculating European options, we need to perform the c
culation as shown in Fig. 2, whereF is the value of the option or
technology investment opportunity. Fig. 2 shows that the opt
price is solved backward recursively starting from the matur
date. First, the option price is max@0,V2K# at maturity, whereK
is the exercise price or the cost of a new technology. At Month
the option value at each node is obtained by computing the
counted expected Month 3 option value, e.g.,Fuu5@qFuuu

1(12q)Fuud#/R, where R is the discounting factor. Solving
backward recursively until Time 0,F can be obtained.

As argued earlier, the single-stage investment problem
analogous to the American option problem. In Cox et al.’s~1979!
model, the American options can be solved similar to the Eu
pean options, with an additional consideration of the ‘‘exercise
not’’ decision at each node. This is equivalent to the ‘‘stochas
dynamic programming’’ plus the no arbitrage principle. In Ame
can options, one needs to perform the calculation shown in Fig

Fig. 1. Binomial tree ofV’s distribution
/ JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2003
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The Month 3 calculation is the same as in European optio
However, the Month 2 calculation involves the comparison
tween the discounted Month 3 expected option price and the e
exercise profit at Month 2. If the early exercise payoffVmonth2

2K is greater thanFmonth2, then one should exercise or invest
Month 2; otherwise, one should keep the option alive andwait
until Month 3. For instance, as shown in Fig. 2, the option pr
when V5Vuu is Fuu5max$Vuu2K @qFuuu1(12q)Fuud#/R%. The
tree in Fig. 2 for American options becomes a ‘‘decision a
valuation tree.’’ Fig. 3 shows the option price curve of an Ame
can option with an exercise price of $120, where the dashed
is the payoff function at maturity or upon exercise, max@0,V
2120#, andV* is the price when the early exercise is optim
For anyV,V* , one should not exercise the option immediate

Three-step Technology Investment Model for
Single-stage Technology Investment

Taking the analogy between the American call option and
emerging A/E/C technology investment, an option pricing ba
Three-step Technology Investment Model~TSTIM! was devel-
oped as follows.

Step 1is to select the technology risk variables and determ
their dynamics and current values. A technology risk variable
defined as an uncertain variable that determines the contin
payoff of a technology investment. In other words, a technolo
risk variable is a major risky factor that determines the opt
payoff. In a single-stage emerging technology investment, the
ture benefit of the technology investment can be considered
major risk variable according to the analogy drawn previou

Fig. 2. Binomial tree for solving option value

Fig. 3. American option value curve and exercise timing
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The assumptions made by Majd and Pindyck~1987!, Dixit and
Pindyck ~1994!, and Schwartz and Moon~2000! regarding the
dynamics of the investment’s future benefit are typical in r
options analysis, and shall be applied in the model. They assu
that the future benefit evolves according to a lognormal proc
or geometric Brownian motion

dVt

Vt
5~mV2dV!dt1sVdwV (1)

where Vt5present value of the future benefit or expected ca
flows resulting from a technology investment if the technology
implemented att; mV5market equilibrium rate of return of a
completed and traded project;sV represents the volatility of fu-
ture benefit;dV5 ‘‘rate of return shortfall’’ of a nontraded project
and dwV5 ‘‘increment to a standard Wiener process’’~Dixit and
Pindyck 1994!, which is normally distributed with a mean of
and a variance ofdt. The definition of rate of return shortfall wil
be given in Step 2. Note that (mV2dV) andsV are also known as
the asset’s ‘‘drift’’ and ‘‘volatility,’’ respectively; they are consid
ered as the characteristics of a specific technology investm
and thus are assumed to be constant over time. TermsmV andsV

may be estimated from the observable data in the capital ma
and from the technology and industry related characterist
Mathematically, Eq.~1! implies that in an extremely short tim
interval, the logarithm ofVt is normally distributed with the
mean, (mV2dV2sV

2 /2)dt, and variance,sV
2dt. In other words,

Eq. ~1! implies thatVt is lognormally distributed. Eq.~1! also
shows that the degree of the uncertainty ofVt depends on how far
into the future one looks. It is widely recognized that the pr
distribution of most stocks is actually quite close to lognorm
~Luenberger 1998!. This distribution has also been broad
adopted by both researchers and practitioners in modeling
values of risky physical assets, such as an oil reserve or a sta
venture. In a single-stage investment, it is assumed that the t
nology investment cost,K, is constant, since the major capit
expenditure is incurred at the beginning and there is no furt
major expenditure. Note that this assumption can be relaxed
more general setting.

Step 2is to align the dynamics of the risk variable with th
capital market and investment’s characteristics. This is a crit
step when the underlying asset,V, is not a traded security. In the
emerging technology investment, the future benefit of an inv
ment cannot be directly traded in the financial market. Therefo
to align the dynamics ofV, it is assumed that there exists a trad
financial asset, e.g., a stock, with the same risk termsVdwV .
Then one may obtain the asset’s market equilibrium rate of re
commensurate with the asset’s risk characteristic,sV , according
to Merton~1973a!. Let mV denote the market equilibrium rate o
return, and we have

mV5r 1lrVmsV (2)

where r 5risk-free interest rate;l5unit risk premium; andrVm

5correlation coefficient between the return ofV and the average
return of the capital market. The concept underlying Eq.~2! is the
so-called Capital Asset Pricing Model. The termlrVmsV is the
risk premium required by investors due to the asset’s correla
to the market. This type of risk that deserves a risk premium is
so called ‘‘nondiversifiable risk’’ or ‘‘systematic risk.’’ In othe
words,mV is the return rate required by the investors in the cap
market for bearing the systematic risk. AftermV is determined,
one needs to determinedV , the rate of return shortfall. To defin
dV , one needs to differentiate the market equilibrium rate of
turn of a financial asset,mV , from the rate of return of a non
NGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT / JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2003 / 19
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traded asset,mVr , where the subscript ofmVr represents the rea
or physical asset as opposed to the financial asset. Since the
traded asset is not traded in the capital market, the market
not have an equilibrium or required return on the asset. Never
less, the value of the nontraded asset may change as time pa
and the change of value is considered the return of the nontra
asset. For example, if a house of $200,000 current value ma
expected to grow to $210,000 after one year, then the expe
rate of return or growth rate on the house ismVr

5$10,000/$200,00055% per annum. Note that since in techno
ogy investment the nontraded asset is the expected future be
of an uncommitted project, the growth ratemVr can be assumed to
be zero in real terms unless the future benefit of the uncomm
project has certain tendencies of growing or shrinking over tim
For example, if many competing firms are expected to make
same technology adoption in the near future, then the benefi
technology investment may shrink if the investment is delayed
this case,mVr can be a negative rate. HeremVr is inferred by
analyzing the competition from competitors. One may consi
that mVr is determined by the characteristics of a technology
vestment. According to our prior definition,dV can then be ob-
tained and expressed by

dV5mV2mVr (3)

Eq. ~3! is the definition of a real asset’s rate of return shortfall.
Eq. ~3!, dV is determined by the capital market’s observable op
ions, mV , and the characteristics of the investment,mVr . When
the real asset is a project or investment waiting to be underta
the rate of return shortfall may represent the opportunity cos
delaying the undertaking of the investment or the profit forgo
due to delaying the investment~Dixit and Pindyck 1994!. The
investment timing will be resolved by balancing the opportun
cost of delaying the investment and the benefit from waiting
the uncertainty to unfold.

Step 3is to compute the value of the technology investme
that contains the timing option. Cox et al.’s binomial approach
suitable for obtaining the optimal investment timing and the te
nology investment value. However, since McDonald and Sie
~1986! show that the value of a ‘‘perpetual American option
could be solved analytically, we shall use McDonald and Sieg
analytical solutions in Step 3 for clarity of the model and ease
the sensitivity analysis. For more complex problems where
analytical solution is available, one should use Cox et a
method in Step 3. Note that a perpetual option is an option
will never expire; the technology investment decision can be c
sidered as a perpetual option problem. By fixing the investm
cost K, McDonald and Siegel’s~1986! solution can be reorga
nized to evaluate a single-stage technology investment

F~V;K !5~V* 2K !S V

V* D b

when V<V*
(4)

F~V;K !5V2K when V.V*

whereF5value of the investment opportunity

V* 5KS b

b21D (5)

b[S 1

2
2

r 2dV

sV
2 D 1AS r 2dV

sV
2 2

1

2D 2

12r /sV
2 (6)

Eq. ~5! can be rewritten as
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C* 5
V*
K

5
b

b21
(7)

where C* 5critical ratio for the investment to be undertake
without waiting; hence,V* 5 investment threshold. Note that from
Eqs.~4!–~6!, we know that although the investment is risky, th
value of the investment opportunity doesnot depend on any pa-
rameters determined by the investor’s risk attitude. In an effic
capital market, the investors, as the stockholders and owner
A/E/C firms, will compel management’s investment valuati
process to be consistent with the market disciplines.

Illustrative Example of Single-stage Investment

SmartArch Inc. is an architecture firm. The management is ev
ating the investment of a Virtual Reality Walkthrough System th
can significantly improve and promote their design. The techn
ogy needs $1 million of capital expenditure. Suppose that Sm
tArch estimates that the virtual reality system can increase
number of yearly winning bids by a certain percentage for
next seven years. Future benefit resulting from the investme
assessed by the yearly net cash flow increase due to the save
and the increase of winning bids. Suppose that the estim
yearly net cash flow increases for Years 1 through 7 are $0
million, $0.2 million, $0.3 million, $0.3 million, $0.4 million,
$0.4 million, and $0.2 million, respectively. However, SmartAr
is aware that the actual benefit will be materially affected by
change in competition and economic conditions. The disco
rate used to obtain the present value is the weighted average
of capital ~WACC! of the firm, 15%. Should SmartArch inves
right away? What is the value of the technology investment
portunity?

First, we may compute the present value of the future ben
according to the estimated yearly net cash flow increases,
then obtain V5$1.1 million. The investment has $1.121.0
5$0.1 million NPV, and according to the NPV method Sma
tArch should invest right away. We now consider the option
delay or wait. To perform the TSTIM analysis for single-sta
investment, we need to model the risk and estimate the par
eters as shown in Steps 1 and 2. Suppose that these estimat
r 50.05,mVr50, sV50.25,l50.35,rVm50.8,mV50.12 by Eq.
~2!, and dV50.12 by Eq.~3!. Note thatsV50.25 can be esti-
mated from the volatility of the stock prices of several archite
ture firms that have similar business risks. Details regarding
volatility estimation can be found in Hull~1997!. Ideally, these
architecture firms should have a history or reputation of emp
sizing the technology leadership among the competitors. In S
3, we may compute the value of the information technology
vestment according to Eq.~4!, and obtain the valueF
5$0.165 million. Note that by computing Eqs.~6! and~7! in Step
3, we may obtainC* 51.37; i.e., V* 51.37K5$1.37 million.
Since the expected future benefit,V5$1.1 million, is less than
the investment threshold, SmartArch should delay the investm
until the expected future benefit reaches the threshold, $1.37
lion. According to Eq.~4!, whenV equals $1.1 million, the value
of the investment opportunity is $0.165 million, instead of t
NPV value of $0.1 million. So, the value of the timing option
$0.16520.15$0.065 million; in other words, by delaying the in
vestment, SmartArch gains an additional $0.065 million towa
the investment opportunity.

We may also perform a sensitivity analysis to analyze the
pacts of the volatility ofV. Fig. 4 shows the value of the inves
ment opportunities with respect to differentsV . The solid line
curve represents our base case given earlier. The short-dashe
/ JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2003
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shows that whenV is less volatile withsV50.15, SmartArch
should invest earlier whenV reaches $1.23 million. Note thatmV

and dV should be recomputed according to Eqs.~2! and ~3!, re-
spectively, when the volatility ofV changes. Here we havemV

50.09 anddV50.09 whensV50.15. The long-dashed line show
that if the future benefit is highly volatile withsV50.4, Smar-
tArch should wait untilV reaches $1.61 million to justify an
immediate investment. Note that with this high volatility, whenV
equals $1.1 million, Eq.~4! gives the value of the investmen
opportunity, $0.223 million, and this value is significantly grea
than $0.165 million, the investment value with a lower volatili
of sV50.25. Fig. 4 shows this counterintuitive finding: High
technology risk,sV , may induce higher value toward the inves
ment. This finding suggests that risky emerging technology
vestment is valuable, but should not be invested too early.

Note that the analysis shown in Fig. 4 assumes that there i
technology competition. To complicate the technology investm
situations, suppose that SmartArch is facing an intensive tech
ogy competition in the market such that the benefit from the te
nology investment will shrink by 30% per year if the investme
is delayed. The benefit shrinkage is mainly because of the los
competitive advantages due to the competitors’ early investm
in the same or similar technology. In this case, it can be estim
that mVr520.3 due to the benefit shrinkage over time; con
quently,dV5mV2mVr50.42. Here this type of competition ca
be called the ‘‘investment competition.’’ By Eq.~5!, SmartArch
should undertake the investment as soon asV reaches $1.08 mil-
lion. However, if the investment competition is not intensive, e
mVr520.1, SmartArch should wait untilV reaches $1.17 mil-
lion. Our base case,mVr50, could represent that SmartArch fac
no investment competition or owns the patent to the technolo
Fig. 5 shows the value of the technology investment opportu
with respect to various technology competition intensities.

Single-stage Investment Strategies

Compared to the conventional ‘‘invest when the NPV is positiv
rule, the option pricing theory based TSTIM provides a rich
technology investment strategy profile. For example, with gre
volatility of V and less investment competition, the managem
should make the investment at a higher threshold, and vice ve
Our analysis also explains why sometimes management hes
to adopt new technologies even when a specific technology
shown positive NPV. In summary, low technology competiti

Fig. 4. Investment timing and value of investment opportunity und
various volatilities,sV
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and a risky business environment in the construction indu
contribute to the delay of emerging A/E/C technology investme
Note that to delay an investment is by no means to abando
investment; instead, the management should keep monito
those investment opportunities that have positive NPVs.

Evaluation Model for Multistage Technology
Investment

A multistage investment has at least two stages of investment,
each stage has one major investment outlay. Many emer
A/E/C technologies are of this type. For example, construct
robotics development may include several years of R&D act
ties before any practical applications. Many information techn
ogy investments may also require periodic system upgrades,
each major system upgrade may incur a major capital outlay.
some firms, the technology adoption process may take sev
stages, depending on the scale or number of subsidiaries o
firms. In some cases, the adoption process gradually evolves
a small scale or project level implementation to a full scale
firm level implementation.

Option to Stop or Continue

One of the most important managerial options or flexibilities e
bedded in a multistage technology adoption is the option
‘‘quit’’ or ‘‘continue’’ after each stage. In other words, manage
ment can decide to quite in the next stage, if either the outco
from the previous phase or the market situation turns out to
disadvantageous. In typical capital budgeting techniques, deci
makers will discount and sum up the expected cost incurred
each phase, and compare it with the present value of the expe
future payoff. The option to stop or continue at the end of ea
stage is ignored in the traditional evaluation process. Even if
tries to use the decision tree–like technique to consider the m
gerial option, it is very difficult to determine an appropriate d
count rate in the changing risk profile when there exist vario
managerial flexibilities at each stage. Option pricing theory c
be used to account for the managerial flexibilities and align
value of the investment with the capital market disciplines. F
simplicity, we shall demonstrate the valuation and investm
strategies of atwo-stageinvestment without considering its tim
ing or waiting option at the end of each stage, although m

Fig. 5. Investment timing and value of investment opportunity und
various technology competition intensities,mVr
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complex or numerical models can be developed based on
same set of principles to cope with the timing options embed
in each stage.

Three-step Technology Investment Model for
Multistage Technology Investment

Suppose that an emerging technology is still at the R&D sta
the investment requiresK1 initial investment outlay, and it will
taket years to complete R&D. At yeart11, the second stage, th
company will start implementing the technology. Suppose the
pected investment outlay in the second stage isK2 and the presen
value of the expected payoff from the technology investmen
Vt11 . At year t11, the investment will be continued ifVt11

>K2 , or stopped ifVt11,K2 . As a result, the payoff function a
t11 is max@0,Vt112K2#. Again, we assume thatV follows a
geometric Brownian motion as shown in Eq.~1!. If K2 is a con-
stant, then the value of the option to invest in the second stage
be evaluated by the value of a European call option. Howeve
this paper we shall consider a more realistic and complex si
tion, and assume thatK2 is also uncertain and follows the geo
metric Brownian motion. The major reason is that the multista
technology investment may involve significant ‘‘technical relat
uncertainty’’ that can only be resolved or revealed after the imp
mentation of the previous stage. For example, after R&D act
ties, a more accurate amount of second stage investment o
may be revealed.

Similarly, a three-step evaluation method can be developed
a multistage technology investment. The tasks in each step
identical to the tasks described in the single-stage investment.
only differences are the dynamics of the risk variables and
option pricing formula.

In Step 1, two technology risk variables, instead of one,
selected. The first risk variable is the expected future benefit
to the emerging technology adoption. The second risk variab
the second stage investment outlay,K2 . One may follow the typi-
cal assumption used in the literature that the dynamics ofK2

follow

dK2,t

K2,t
5~mK2

2dK2
!dt1sK2

dwK2
(8)

mK2
5r 1lrK2msK2

(9)

rK2m5rVK2
50 (10)

The notations in Eq.~8! are similar to those in Eq.~1!. Equations
~1! and ~8! give the dynamics of the two risk variables. Her
mK2

5market equilibrium return rate forK2 ; and rK2m

5correlation coefficient between the return ofV and the return of
the market. We userK2m50 to explicitly assume that the unce
tainty of K2 is purely technical; i.e., it has no correlation with th
economic conditions. As a result, from Eq.~9! and~10!, we have
mK2

5r 105r . This means that a well-diversified investor w
not pay a risk premium for the risk ofK2 , because the risk is
uncorrelated with the capital market and can be diversified aw
Note thatrK2m50 also impliesrVK2

50, as shown in Eq.~10!.
Yet, the assumption made in Eq.~10! may be relaxed for more
general cases.

In Step 2, the parameters in Eqs.~1! and~8! are estimated. The
rate of return shortfall of each risk variable is determined. Th
estimations ensure that the valuation process aligns the valu
the multistage investment with the capital market and the te
nology characteristics.
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In Step 3, we shall compute the value of the complex op
due to the additional risk variable. With two risk variables,
option becomes a European exchange option—an option to
change one risky asset for another risky asset at the maturity
Note that Cox et al.’s~1979! method can be extended to co
with the options with two risk variables. Also, under certain c
ditions, McDonald and Siegel~1985! have developed an analy
cal solution for this type of option, which is equivalent to t
solution by Cox et al.’s approach. McDonald and Siegel~1985!
show that the value of a European exchange option is

s~V,K2 ,t!5Ve2dVtN1S d1S V

K2
e2dtD D

2K2e2dK2
tN1S d2S V

K2
e2dtD D (11)

where N1(d)[*2`
d e2z2/2/A2pdz5univariate standard norm

distribution function; d1((V/K2)e2dt)[ ln(V/K2e
2dt)

1s2t/As2t; d[dV2dK2
; s2[sV

21sK2

2 22rVK2
sVsK2

5variance rate of d(V/K2)/(V/K2) ; and d2((V/K2)e2dt)
[d1((V/K2)e2dt)2sAt.

The two-stage investment opportunity can be considere
buying an exchange option by paying K1 . Therefore, if
s(V,K2 ,t)>K1 , i.e., the value of the exchange option is grea
than the cost of the exchange option, then the investment sh
be undertaken; otherwise, it should be rejected. Note that, in
at the second stage the decision maker has a third option, to
The numerical method is needed to solve problems with the
option. However, the basic principles behind the numer
method are the same as those described for the single-sta
vestment. For simplicity, we shall not consider the waiting op
at the end of the first stage.

Note that the previous two-stage implementation is just a
cial case of multistage investments. A general multistage inv
ment can be treated as a ‘‘compound option,’’ an option on
other option on another, and so on. The solution to this gen
multistage technology adoption can be solved by numerical m
ods, such as Cox et al.’s binomial tree approach.

Illustrative Example of Multistage Investment

Suppose that GrowthCon Inc., an international construction fi
is evaluating an integrated intelligent database and decision
port system that requires several stages of implementation.
investment includes the first stage of a three-year system an
and prototype development and the second stage of full s
implementation. The first stage requires a fixed cost ofK1

5$4 million at time 0 prices. Suppose that due to the techn
uncertainty, the actual cost for the second stage at the begin
of Year 4,K2 , can be known only after the first stage; yet it c
be estimated and the expected cost at Year 4 prices isK2

5$10 million. The intelligent database and decision support
tem will help GrowthCon compete with other major internatio
firms and expand the global market shares. However, the a
benefit is uncertain and depends on the global construction m
conditions. The current estimate of the overall expected bene
the beginning of Year 4 prices is $17 million. After the first sta
is completed, if the cost of the second stage exceeds the f
profit estimated at the completion of the first stage, the sec
stage implementation can be forgone. Should GrowthCon in
now or not? What is the value of the investment opportunity

In the NPV approach, the value of the ‘‘contingent’’ inve
ment is very difficult to assess. Although the decision tree an
/ JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2003
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sis can be used for contingent future investment, the determ
tion of the discount rate of each scenario is difficult a
subjective, especially when there are more than one risk varia
Here we shall show how our option pricing based model can
used to evaluate the technology investment with the conting
investment.

Note thatK2 shall be discounted bymK2
, which equalsr 10

5r by Eqs. ~9! and ~10!, and V shall be discounted bymV

50.12. In this case, the net present value of the sec
stage investment is PV(V)2PV(K2)5$17 million/1.123

2$10 million/1.0535$3.46 million. Compared to the first stag
investment cost, $4 million, according to the NPV metho
GrowthCon should not undertake this two-stage investment.
obvious that the option to stop or continue at the end of the
stage is not considered by the NPV method. We now consider
option to stop or continue at the end of the first stage by follow
the three-step valuation model. The risk factors and their dyn
ics are determined in the first two steps. Suppose that the
pected benefit follows Eq.~1! with mVr50 andsV50.25, and the
cost of the second stage follows Eq.~8! with mK2r50 andsK2

50.2. Other estimates includemV50.12,mK2
5r , andr 50.05. In

Step 3, we apply the option pricing theory and recompute
value using Eq.~11!, and we can obtain the option valu
s($17 million,$10 million,3)5$4.21 million. This is the value of
the contingent second stage investment, and this contingen
vestment is analogous to a European exchange option. In
example, since the value of the second stage investment opp
nity is greater than the first stage investment cost, $4 milli
GrowthCon should adopt the intelligent database and deci
support system.

Multistage Investment Strategies and Growth Options

Kester~1984! shows that ‘‘growth options’’ may ‘‘constitute wel
over half of the market value of many companies’ equity
Growth options are the options created by an investment pro
that makes follow-on investments should market conditions t
out to be advantageous. R&D projects and many emerging A/
technology investments can be regarded as this type of invest
that creates growth options. TheTSTIMfor multistage investmen
demonstrates its strength in pricing and quantifying the ‘‘strate
value’’ of such investments.

The illustrative example given earlier shows that the option
stop or continue in a two-stage technology adoption is valua
Thus, if a successful technology development can place a firm
a leading position by creating competitive advantages, then
invest in or implement an ‘‘unprofitable’’ or ‘‘risky’’ premature
technology may be justified by considering its future growth o
portunities or strategic value. It can also be shown that to div
an investment into several ‘‘stoppable stages’’ is desirable
cause of the options to abandon and the values of these opt

Sensitivity analysis on the impacts of cost uncertainty can a
be conducted for multistage investment. It can be shown
higher technical related cost uncertaintysK2

can lead to a higher
technology investment value, but a highersV does not necessarily
make an investment more valuable.

Model Verification and Validation

Various models based on the option pricing theory for evalua
investments have been verified and validated by both kno
cases from the literature, such as Kemna~1993!, and real cases
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such as the Channel Tunnel Project~Ho 2001!. Their results in-
dicate that these models can represent real-world situations
realistically and provide a more accurate assessment of in
ment. More detailed discussion on the model verification
validation can be found in Ho~2001!.

Conclusions

Today, A/E/C firms are constantly faced with emerging techno
gies, such as information technology and automation/robo
which often involve high risks or uncertainties. The tradition
NPV method falls short on its ability to determine the appropri
discount rate under uncertainty and to evaluate the strategic v
of an investment. The option pricing basedTSTIM presented in
this paper provides an alternative, evaluating technology inv
ment more realistically and accurately. On the basis of the op
pricing theory, our model incorporates the market disciplines,
technological and market uncertainties, and the managerial
tegic options in a unified framework. As a result, the model s
tematically aligns the investment decision-making process w
the characteristics of the capital market and technology inv
ment.

The model can help the A/E/C firms evaluate the technol
investment and develop optimal investment strategies. In sin
stage investment, where the technology is relatively known
mature, investors can more realistically assess its timing op
and associated risks. In multistage investment, where R&D ac
ties are often involved, companies can more accurately eva
their risk exposure and the strategic value embedded in
stage, and develop better management and investment stra
with regard to new technologies. The model provides a good
ternative to the NPV method when uncertainty is high, and p
ticularly is suitable for emerging technology investment, wh
the timing, maturity of technology, and strategic planning p
critical roles in deciding the financial viability of an investmen
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